
essential oils



Essential Blends: a multipermanent colour inspired by fashion and nature.

Whether using fabric as a medium to create fashion, or hair to create
wearable art, we are guided by fashion and nature to determine the season. 

In classical thought each of the seasons are connected to a natural element:

Quintessence: The 5th Elementammonia free
paraben free
alcohol free
sles free
cruelty free5

Spring  
Summer
Autumn
Winter

=  Air
=  Fire
=  Earth
=  Water



erythorbic acidnatural proteins vitamins

Natural proteins and vitamins provide protection from damage. 
Botanical extracts help to maintain hair and skin’s natural equilibrium. 
Erythorbic acid, which is similar to vitamin C, is a powerful antioxidant.

botanical extracts



What makes Essential Blends multipermanent so unique?

washes out fast
poor grey coverage
can not lift
dull tone

Semi Permanent
too warm 
can lift fine hair
poor coverage
dull tone

Demi Permanent
too warm 
requires pre-pigment to light hair
unatural grey coverage
can lift too far

Permanent

Deposit rich 
tones

with zero 
lift

Supernatural
grey

coverage Built in
pre-pigment

1. 3. 5.

4.2.

Break
the base Shimmering

pastel
tones



Why your clients will love Essential Blends
1. No hairline staining
2. Enriched with natural, anti-ageing ingredients
3. Fresh, floral aroma
4. Express processing times
5. Luxurious formulation that is cruelty, ammonia, alcohol, paraben and SLES free

5 personalised Essential Blends services
1. Deposit rich tones with zero lift, even on very fine hair
2. Tone and lift natural hair, or break the base, for on-trend sunkissed looks
3. Personalise blondes with shimmering pastel toners
4. Create supernatural grey coverage that is powerful, yet youthful and ammonia free
5. Built in pre-pigmentation for one step natural looking colour over lightened hair

Services



Service
(Preparation)

Ideal For Mixing Ratio Processing Time

Shine Enhance
(shampoo, towel dry)

Adding depth and tone with zero lift
even on very fine hair

1 part Essential Blends Colour + 2 
parts Blending Creme Deposit

15-20 minutes

Break the Base
(shampoo, towel dry)

Slightly shift natural hair and tone
pre-lightened hair in one step

1 part Essential Blends Base Breaker + 
2 parts Blending Creme Plus

Visual up to 10 minutes

Toning
(shampoo, towel dry)

Brilliant shine and pastelising
pre-lightened hair

1 part Essential Blends Toner + 2 parts 
Blending Creme Deposit

Visual 5-10 minutes

Supernatural Grey 
Coverage
(dry hair)

70-90% coverage of grey in a
nourishing, ammonia-free formula

1 part Essential Blends Colour + 2 
parts Blending Creme Deposit

30 minutes

One Step Colour
(dry hair)

Add depth to pre-lightened hair
without the need to fill

1 part Essential Blends Colour + 2 
parts Blending Creme Deposit

15-20 minutes

Tip:  For expert grey coverage on coarse or resistant hair select Blending Creme Plus
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= Toner = Base Breaker  
= Colour = Vibrant Seasonal Mixes
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Anti-Ageing Service Menu

Blending Creme Effects
Blending Creme Colour Effects Benefits

Deposit 6-25 washes Tones lightened hair, blends grey hair & deposits depth

Plus Permanent Blends coarse grey hair, gently lifts natural hair & adds vibrancy



Skin Sensitivity Test 
We recommend a skin sensitivity test be completed 48 hours prior to a colour service.
1. Mix 2g of Essential Blends colour and 4g of Blending Creme
2. Apply colour to dry skin on the inside of the elbow or behind the ear
3. Leave uncovered for 45 minutes. Rinse and pat dry
4. Review the skin in 48 hours and take note of any reaction during this period
5. Should any adverse reaction occur during this period we recommend the client seeks immediate

medical advice

Instructions
1. Protect the skin around the hairline with Essential Oils Elixir Blend
2. Select the appropriate service and prepare hair
3. Add Essential Oils Elixir Blend to colour (1:10) to enhance anti-ageing properties and protect

sensitive scalp

Removal
Once the processing time is complete:
1. Emulsify the colour and rinse thoroughly
2. Condition with Essential Oils Nurturing Rose Conditioner and rinse thoroughly
3. Preserve the colour by sprinkling the hair with Essential Oils Eternal Tonic and leave in
4. Style as usual

= Toner = Base Breaker 
= Colour = Vibrant Seasonal Mixes

Technical Hotline 
1800 804 757



Heavenly Lavender
Treatment Balm • 120ml 

Contains lavender oil to protect, hydrate and 
seal the cuticle on all hair types.

Nurturing Rose
Shampoo & Conditioner 
250ml & 1000ml 

Contains rose oil to smooth and
moisturise dry, coarse and ageing hair.

Energising Citrus
Shampoo & Conditioner
250ml & 1000ml

Contains orange oil for lightweight 
cleansing and conditioning on limp, oily 
and ageing hair.

Blissful Chamomile
Treatment Mist • 120ml 

Contains chamomile to moisturise, calm and 
detangle all hair types.

SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER TREATMENTS

Indulgent Rosemary 
Treatment Mask • 120ml 

Contains rosemary oil to smooth, moisturise, 
nourish and revitalise all hair types.

sulphate, silicon and paraben free 

Elixir Blend • 50ml 

Contains geranium to help protect the scalp 
and boost the antioxidant properties of both 
Essential Oils and Essential Blends.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

Eternal Tonic • 50ml 

A leave in, instant treatment, which contains 
olive oil to help lock in and extend the life of 
your colour. 



Consultation

Porosity 
Scale Characteristics Treatment Massage

Technique

1
Compact cuticle, none to minimal exposure to
environmental & mechanical damage, not resistant to 
combing

Relaxing citrus & chamomile
treatment

Relaxing massage

2
Slightly raised cuticle, mild chemical, mechanical, or 
environmental damage, single process colour, good 
elasticity

Hydrating citrus, rosemary &
olive treatment

Reviving massage

3
Moderately raised cuticle, exposure to chemical
treatments and regular thermal styling, fair elasticity
and resistance when combing

Nourishing rose, rosemary &
lavender treatment

Ritual massage

4
Excessively raised cuticle, excessive exposure to
chemical, environmental & mechanical damage, frizzy 
when dry, multiple process colour, knots when wet

Repairing rose, rosemary &
geranium treatment

Ritual massage

5 Loss of cuticle layer, exposed to harsh chemical
treatment, breakage, hair feels slimy when wet

Rescue treatment with rose,
rosemary, geranium, lavender & 
olive

Ritual massage



INTERNATIONAL HAIR COSMETICS GROUP PTY LTD 
Telephone:  + 61 7 3823 4566
Freecall:  1800 804 757
E: sales@affinage.com.au
www.affinage.com.au




